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INTRODUCTION

Magnetostriction is the name given to the elongations and contrac-

tion of a material when it is magnetized and demagnetized• That is, when

rods of certain metals are placed in a magnetic field they will either expand

or contract depending on the properties of the metals„ It has been found by

research that almost practically pure nickel, whida is only slightly magnetic,

has very strong magnetostrictive properties, while on the other hand iron and

steel rods, which are strongly magnetic, show very little magnetostrictive

response. There is also a reciprocal relation in which the magnetic properties

of a rod in a magnetic field can be changed by applying a mechanical stress.

Burrows in a Bureau of Standards bulletin says, "There is one and only one set

of physical and chemical properties corresponding to a given set of magnetic

characteristics, and that conversely there is one and only one set of magnetic

properties corresponding to a given set of physical and chemical character-

istics•" That is, if a ferromagnetic rod increases its length when placed in

a magnetic field then by applying a mechanical pull to the rod, while it is

still in the magnetic field, its permeability will be increased to a larger
"

value•

l
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HISTORY

The first experiments recorded that had any relation to mgneto—

striction was made by C, G, Page at New Haven in 1837, He hung a horse-

shoe mgnet over a spiral wound conductor, and by connecting and disconnect-

ing a voltaic cell to the terminals of th spiral he obtained a characteris-

tic soud, The magnetic field set up by the spiral was induced and removed

in the hcrseshoe magnet and thus caused changes in dimensions hich in turn

produced the sound, Others, such as G, Wertheim, Delezenne, J, P, Marrian,

W, Beatson, and C, Matteucci carried out similar experiments by changing

slightly the size and shape of material, the magnetizing coil, and the method
d

of support,

In 1842 James Prescott Joule wrote a paper in which he described

a means of measuring very small linear displacements which he had used in

proving that an iron rod expanded along the axis of magnetization and con-

tracted at rigit angles to the axis for the relatively small magnetic fields

that he was able to produce, Joule also found that by applying tension to

g the iron rod the magnetization was increased in the given mgnetic field,

Ä Joule made his measurements with an extensometer which consisted of two levers
y in tandem, the outer end of the second lever being amplified by a microscope,

1 He obtained very accurate results in this way,
·

In the Joule effect, the linear change in length, due to a longitu-

dinal field, is very small and great care must be taken so no outside force

will effect it, First the uniformity of the magnetic field must be considered,

and means of keeping it uniform over a length of time must be devised, Also

the rod must be placed in the solenoid in a symmetrical position, and it
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should be separately suspended from the coil. Then other magnetic fields

such as the earth's field and the fields of permanent and electro magnets

must be taken into account. The most important facter of all is the temper-

ature. Great care should be taken in maintaining a constant temperature

throughout a series of experiments. This effects not only iron rods, but

also rods of nickel, cobalt, and alloys of the three metals. G. W. Pierce

has done some werk in this field and feund that different percentages of

metals in the alloys effected the temperature coefficient.

Figures 1, 2, and 3, taken from.some of Pierce’s work show the re-

lation of the temperature coefficient and the percentage of nickel and

" chromium in iron rods. Pierce also has found the veloeity of sound in the

different rods and plotted it against the percentage of nickel and chromd-

um in the iron rods. Figure 1 shows the percentage of nickel in iron. It

is seen that the temperature coefficient has a maximum value and the velo—

city of sound has a minimum value at about 36% to 40% nickel• Figure 2 shows

the same relations for the various percetages of chromium in iron. This gives

slightly different results in that the temperature coefficient is a maximum.and

V
the velocity of sound is also a maximum at 20% to 25% chromium. Pierce said

V that this possibly suggests a law "that in a binary metallic alloy the temper-

V ature coefficient cf frequency is a maximum or minimum at the composition at

which the velocity is a maximum or minimum, or the reverse." Figure 3 shows

the effect of introducing a third element ef 5% silicon in the chromium·iron

rods, The curves with and witheut silicon are compared on the graph, and it

is found that at 20% chromium, 5% silicon, and 75% iron, there is a large

minimum value of velocity. The effect of adding the silicon also obeys the law

of Pierce stated above.
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Shelford Bidwell carried out so very thorough investigations on

magnetostriction about 1890 in.whioh he used an optical lever to measure the

change in length of a rod. He was able to detect with accuracy a change of

lO°7 times the length of his specimen. Bidwell tested nickel, cobalt, and

bismuth besides iron rods in very strong magnetic fields as well as weak fields.

His results are shown in figure 4. For iron it is seen that for valu of the

magnetizing force between zero and 270 gausses, the rod increases or expands

with a peak or maximum value at 125 gausses. At a magnetizing force of 270

gausses, the rod neither shortens nor lengthens. Then if the magnetizing

force is made greater than 270 gausses the iron rod tands to decrease in length

and it continues to do so. The effect of magnetizing force on cobalt is op-

posite to that of iron. Fo magnetic fields up to 750 gausses the cobalt rod

shortens in length with a minimum.shortening at 375 gausses, and fer values

over 375 gausses the cobalt rod increases in length. The nickel rod acts

differently from either of the other two in that it shortens or decreases in

lengih for all magnetizing values. As can be seen from the graph, the change

of magnitude is about five times as great as for either the iron or nickel.

y Bidwell found that the hange in length of a bismuth rod was very small when

magnetized as shown on the graph.

The reverse of the Joule effect or the changes in magnetic induction

due to longitudinal stresses was first mentioned by Matteucci• Villari devised

a mnch better method and found that when the rod is stretched in a fairly weak

magnetic field, the magnetic induction is increased; but, if the rod is stretched

in a strong magnetic field, the magnetic induction will decrease. This is

known as Villari effect, and the point where stretching or compression does not

effect the magnetic induction is called the Villari reversal point. The
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character of the Villari effect as in the Joule effect is greatly determined

by heat treatment, stresses, and magnetization of the red.

Mayer, in 1873, repeated some ef Joule's experiments and found üzat

steel rods, after being expanded in week magnetic fields, and then being cen-

tracted in streng fields had become shorter than they were originally. He

also ebserved that the length ef a magnetized red depended semewhat upon whether

the applied field had reached the mementary value by an increase from a smaller

value, or by a decrease from a higher value. This was a lag or hysteresis

effect.

Beatsen as early as 1846 made ebservations on rods when a circular

magnetic field and a longitudinal magnetic field were both impressed on an

iron red at the same time. The resultant ef these two fields gave one along

a helix ef the red, which caused a twist in the red. The stress in the red

would then be nonhomogenous; that is, there would be more change in a small

volume near the surface than in a snnll volume close to the axis. Because

the small twist could be more easily measured than the small linear expansions,

work was dene first on this effect of torsion. Then Wertheim in 1852 found

that when a magnetized wire was twisted there was a transient difference in

electrical potential between its end. Later Wiedemann, in 1860, published

a report on the two effects. These effects still bear his name. That is, the

direct Wiedemann effect is the twist due to the interaction ef the circular

and longitudinal fields, and the inverse Wiedemann effect is the axial magneti-

zatien of a red er wire subjected to an axial torque and an electric current

at the same time. Wiedemann, Smith, Groesser, and others have also ebserved

that when a permanent torsion is set in a red and a lengitudinal magnetic
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field imposed on it that the rod will untwist• It was found that the direc-

tion of the magnetic field had nothing to do with the untwisting• They con-

cluded that the twisted crystals in the rod along the permanent set would tend

to become parallel to the imposed magnetic field and thus untwist the rod.

As there was a reverse of the Joule effect, there is also a reverse

of the Wiedemann effect which is longitudinal magnetization due to twisting a

circularly magnetized rod. The circular magnetization was produced by an e-

lectric current flowing lengthwise of the rod. Then when the rod was twisted,

a transient current was set up in the coaxiel coi 1, which indicated longitu-

dinal uagnetizatiom

In the Wietheim effect of circular magnetization due to twisting

a longitudinally magnetivzed rod, the two terminals of a ballistic galvanometer

were connected to the ends of the rod which had been longitudinally magnetized

by a solenoid• When the rod was twisted, an electric current flowed along

the rod and deflected the galvanometer which indicated that circular magneti-
L

zation had been produced in the rod•

The Guillemin effect of bending of a rod due to a mgnetic field was

observed by Guillemin in l846• He fastened one end of a rod one cerntimeter in

diameter and twenty-five centimeters long in a clamp and put a weight on the

other end so that it was slightly bent• When current was supplied to a sole-

noid which surrounded the rod, a magnetic field was set up. This caused the

free end of the rod to lift slightlyu Wertheim, Honda, Shimizu, and others

studied this effect• IH the Guillemin effect the upper half of the rod is in

tension while the lower half is in compression; and some think that the bend-

ing is caused by this tension and compression when the Joule effect takes

place. Others have the theory that the fibers of the bar along the axis tend

to set themselves parallel to the field•
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The change in volume due te a magnetic field is known as the

Barrett effect. Joule, in 1847, loeked for volume changes by placing the

specimen in a liquid and looking for a slight movement ef the liquid in a

capillary which was placed on the tube containing the liquid. Joule didn't

find any movement due mainly to the fact that his specimen had net been

magnetized to the saturation point. Barrett was the first to really detect

any change of volume caused by a magnetic field. Barrett used a red of nickel

instead ef iron as the nickel gave him greater change in dimensions. Knett

also did some work along these lines, but he worked with hollow iron, steel,

end nickel tubes.

The Nagaoka - Honda effect is the reverse ef the Barrett effect,

that is the change in magnetic intansity due to volume changes. Yeh has

mda some very careful experiments along this line at much higher pressuras

than Nagaoka and Honda used.

Some magnetic effects which might be due to mgnetestriction are
} as fellows: Changes in therme emf due to a mgzietic field. If a therme-

couple ef copper and iron, when maintained at a censtant temperature, is sub-

T jacted to a mgnetic field, the magnitude of the emf is changed sligjctly.

This seems to have a relation similar te the Joule effect. Lord Kelvin ob-

served that a magnetized piece ef iron shewed a therme emf when joined te an

unmagnetized piece ef iron. Smith has studied the effect ef tension on therme

auf by a magnetic field in both nickel and iron. Ha found that tensien on

nickel increased the therme emf for strong fields and decreased the therme

emf for weak fields. I
Electremotive force due to magnetization is obtained by placing two

pieces of iron in an eleotrolyte and magnetizing one of the pieces. An emf
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was set up between the iron pieces before either was magnetized, then when

one piece was magnetized a change in the auf could be noti ced. Usually the

unmagnetized piece is negative and the magnetized piece is positive. For

nickel the magnetized piece is always positive while bismuth is just the re-

verse.

When a rod of any substance is magnetized, it has a change in e -
lectrical resistance. This is very noticeable in bismuth, which is used in

measuring magnetic field strengths by its change in resistance. As seen

earlier in the paper, bismuth has very little or no magnetostrictive response;

and, therefore, the change in resistance is not caused by changes in dimension.

Williams and others have stated in their work that there is a relation between

the change in length and the change in resistance in steel.

There are changes in the frequency of vibrating bodies when they are

magnetized. This effect is true for either a tuning fork or a steel red clamped

y at the center. The angle at mich the tuning fork makes with the magnetic
A field also has an effect on the frequency.

A click or tick is emitted men a rod is magnetized. This may be due

to effect of both the electric current and the magnetic force, or some think

it is due to the sudden expansion or contraction of the rod whm magnetized.

Barkhausen, by connecting in a radio amplifier a coil of many turns,

placing a metal strip in coil, and applying a magnetic field observed that a

murmuring could be heard in the telephone receiver. It seems Heat the magneti-

zation takes place in jumps rather than continuously. In mgnetizing silicon-

steel the crystals change their length in jumps; therefore, there may be a re-

lation due to magnetostriction.
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Theories of Magnetostriction

Thomson*s Theory

Attention was called to some relations of the changing in length

of a wire and the magnetizing force by J. J. Thomson, in 1886. He said

the two effects of the change of length of a rod when magnetized and the

changing of magnetization of a wire in a magnetic field by varying its

length, must be dependent upon each other. Thomson's theory does not take

into account the magnetic hysteresis and, therefore, only holds in cases

where hysteresis is unimportant. If the sign of any effect is known, then

Thomson's theory can be used in determining the sign of the reciprocal effect,

that is, in nickel, which always contracts when magnetized, we will know

that tension tends to decrease and compression will tend to increase the
i

magnetization along the axis of the stress in the rod.

Ewing’s Theory

Ewing's theory of ferromagnetism depends on the behavior of the

molecules of the element in a region on an atomic scale. Using this basis,

Williams and others summarized the principle features of magnetostriction

by calling them.theories of maneuver. They concluded that the changes in di-

mensions were due to gradual rotation of non-spherical elements which are

atoms or groups of atoms, and the atoms were thought of as undergoing simul-

taneous equal changes in magnetization. Ewing's theory offers no explanation

of the peculiar way in which permallory acts. In alloys it would not be ex-

pected that the individual atoms were symetrically surrounded by their neigh-

bors, as in pure metals, but Ewing does not mention this at all. Ewing*s

theory·makes it necessary that every atom be symmetrical with respect to every

other atom.
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Atomic Orientation

By referring all of the various magnetostrictive effects to a

common cause, orientation of the magnetic axis of the atoms, the conception
l

is greatly simplified. Magnetic satuation corresponds, in a way, to the

parallel orientation of all the atomic axis; and it can be effected only by

very strong magnetic fields. Different magnetic materials require different

strengths of fields. Tension orients the magnetic axis of the atoms parallel

to the line of pull in a material which elongates when magnetized. If no

y magnetic field acts to determine the cause of orientation, then the polarity

produced is indeterminate, and the magnetization due to tension alone is zero.
I

In a homogenous cubic crystal, hydrostatic pressure should have no orient·

ing effect on the atom. A tranerse magnetic field is produced by an electric

current in a wire. This has different directions at different points in the

cross-section, and thus causes tcrsion which produces tension and compression

in the wire whidi changes both in direction and magnitude.

Atomic Magnetostriction

Intra-atomic changes are changes which occur wholly wiüain the

single atom. It is assumed to be governed by quantum dynamics and that the

principle changes in the magnetic moment of any single atom are considered as

being abrupt. The abrupt change in the magnetic moment of an atom is ac-

companied by a change in that atom which is independent of the environment

aroun it. Another assumption is that the magnetic hardness and hysteresis are

due mostly to inter·atomic changes which are canges that involve more than

one atom. This depends on the mechanical properties of the material and also

on the type of atom„ In magnetically hard materials, the changes involved
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in atomic magnetostriction meet large resistance which requires large amounts

of energy from the strong magnetic field. In magnetically soft materials
I the same changes meet with small resistance which can be produced by weaker

magnetic fields.

The above iheories can be easily explained by considering a single

annealed crystal of nickel with no field applied. The magnetic axis would

then be most probably in a number of direction, and the net magnetization in

any volume containing a number of atoms is zero. Each atom in a nickel crystal

is surrounded by twelve other atom, and if there is any magnetostriction ef-

I fect at all, it would seem that the direction of the twelve atoms would depend
L somewhat on the direction of the magnetic axis of üxe atom in the center of

the group. Thus there is an inter·atomic relation between the center atom and

its neighbors. Each of the atoms is in equilibrium, but the stability of

orientations is different for different atoms. The stability may be large if

a change in orientation of the atom requires large displacement of the neighbor—

ing atoms, and there will not be much stability if there is not only a small

change in displacement due to orientation of the atom.

If a magnetic field is applied, the stability of orientation is

raised nearly parallel to the line of the magnetic field and the stability of

other orientations is lowered. Then as the field is increased, the orientation

of single atoms at different points becomes unstaüe and there will result

sudden changes in orientation. There will be at least twelve correspondingly

sudden changes due to inter-atomic forces, and they will set up vibrations in

the crystal.

These vibrations are converted into heat and the dissipated energy

is used to explain hysteresis effect. It is convenient to assume, as in all

atomic events, that unless the change in potential energy for a change in
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conditions, such as a change in orientationcf the atomic axis with respect

to the applied mgnstic field, is sufficient to supply the energy to be

dissipated in the accompanying event, the change will not occur.

Another effect is obtained as each atomic axis is placed more nearly

f parallel to the applied field by the previously existing local stresses until

Ü there is a large number of atoms oriented. In this effect the resultant

strains remain almost aitirely local and the external dimensions change very

little or none. The nature of the local strains is such that at first the

stability of incorrect orientation of atoms is increased by correct orienta-

taion of the neighboring atom. Then by events occuring at non-adjacent points
l

in the crystal, the magnetization tends to build itself up. As magnetization

increases there will come a time when the local strains begin to overlap

and the local stresses to diminish. This allows a rapid increase of magneti-

zation and a more rapid change in external dimensions, which shows t.he atomic

mgnetostrictive effect. Large scale instability my occur and a large num-

ber of atoms may change their orientation simultaneously. This was the case

in the Barkhausen effect.

The same process takes place in iron and cobalt although the final

state of strain due to magnetostriction and the type cf local stresses will

be different in each metal. For weak fields the magnetostrictions of iron

and nickel are opposite in effect, iron expands and nickel contracts along

the line of rragnetization. Therefore, it is expected that in alloys of

these two metals the local stresses set up by the magnetization of a nickel

atom will be partly relieved by the magnetization of an adjacmt iron atom.

Magnetization of a properly proporticned alloy of these metals should become

magnetized to saturation by a weak field. The proportions of iron and nickel
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should be such that the magnetostriction of the alloy should vanish, and

the hysteresis will be small, because of the simultaneous magnetization

of small groups of iron and nickwel atoms in such proportiens that the

changes in the forces exerted by the group on its neighbors is a minimum.

} Such changes require very little energy. It has been found by McKeehan
_

that the magnetostrictive effect of a nicke1·iron alloy changes sign when

the percentage of nickel is about 81. This is almost the ccmposition of

permallory which is composed of 78.5% nickel and 21.5% iron.
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Equation of Motion of the Magnetostrictive Rod

One half of the magnetostrictive rod
uis

considered as shown

4 below.

i

F„
y A

x:o ://S faoee x x-•-Ax X:L

C/[SP/ÖCE/77EhZL*j _•j4-gal-AX

Let AX be a mall elemmt of the rod.

x = distance from the center of the rod to any point

L = length cf one—half of the rod

A = area of crcss··section of the rod

F = force acting at x to the right on element AX

F4- AX = force acting at (x+Ax) to the left on the

element A x

y = displacement at x of the element A x tc the right at

the time (e)

y+ AX = displacement at (x+Ax) to the right

The displacement of both y and y4-:%;Ax is to the right or in the

x direction.
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l
The force in the nc direction is equal to the mass of the little

element (A nd time the acoeleration of the small volume.

F : m a

F - (F-4-EE. And] A :AncpA A2
Ö! S tz

which by simplifying becomes

AF _ x2 ____________________________________ßgg — P (1)

where p is the density of the material of the magnetostrictive rod.
L

The force (F) is composed of several forces, such as, forces due

to viscosity (Fv), forces due to elasticity (Fe), and forces due to magneto-

striotion (Fm). These various foroes are due to the pressures formed by the

expansion of an element to the left of that shown in the figure. The total

force (F) ie equal to

F = Fv+Fe+Bh1 --------——------M---------------------(2)
Force due to visoosity

- _ A A ____________________________________Fv - G 5-,-; ( Y; ) (3)

where (G) is the coefficient of viscosity in c. g. s. units and is positive.

( ) is the ratio of the increase of volume to the volume of
nz

the element.

Force due to elaetioity
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F :: - E B ·-·—·—---·-·—-—···-··-·-·--——----—·—-——-—6 Y; (4)
where (E) is Young's modulus of elasticity in dynes per square inch.

(äl ) is again the ratio of the increase of volume to the
X

volume of the elements.

Force due to magnetcstriction

This magnetostrictive force is due to a perodic mgnetic induc—

tion (B), vmich is composed of two parts, magnetic induction due to the per-

odic current (Bi) and magnetic induction due to the distcrtion of a small

element caused by the mgnetostrictive effect (Bm). G. W. Pierce separates

magnetostriction into two laws. In the first law he assumes that the mgneto-

strictive force (Fm) caused by the perodic induction (B) is proportional to

BO

rm = a B -—-—---———----————----—-—--—---------------(6)
where (B) is the magnetic induction at (x) that produces (Fm).

(a) is the coefficient relating the expassion pressure of magneto·

striction in dynes per square cm. to magnetic induction (B).

(a) is positive for some mgnetostrictive meta]; and negative for

others. It is also not exactly constant, for it varies with (B),

but where (B) is a small induction added to constant large indust-

ance, it is considered as a constant.

By substituting equations (3), (4), and (5) in (2) the total force

is obtained.

- bz z --- ---- (6)
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In a substituting equation (6) in (1) we get

P Z G " Ü """"""""°"""""""""‘('7)

In considering the magnetic induction (B), that produces the

magnetostrictive force (Fm), it is found that it is composed of magnetic

induction due to the variable current (i) in the windings plus an addi-

tional magnetic induction caused by the magnetostrictive effect when the rod

is distorted• The total magnetic induction is therefore,

B = Bi+Bm

where

Bi =magnetic induction due to the current (i)

Bm=magnetic induction due to the expansion of the

elementAx• It is, also, a function of the total

length of the rod•

The seccnd law of magnetostriction states that when the rod of

original length (2L) is stretched an amount (Zy) there is an induction (Bm)

produced that is proportional to y/L

Thus Bm is proportional to the increase of length of the element

(Ax) divided by the original length of the elements, thus

Bm =am(6)
where am is a coefficient magnetostriction

‘oBiS'; is regarded as equal to zero

Then ‘¤ BinT?ax ¤¤ S3"
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but since

Bm : am LXAx
bB _ zZzw · am 7% ·········‘············‘‘·······‘··(9)

Substituting equations (8) and (9) in (6) and (7) and let
(E - aan) s-El we get

F = -GfZä -E12.Z+aBi
---—-----—-—---—---------------(1o)

2221- G >"> 1 x ............................P 4+ E (ll)

Equation (ll) has a solution of the form

y 2 R £>*°‘ ‘ bt -------------—---------—--—-------------(12)
where R = constant

k =wave-length constant

b: OC-tjw

where <>C = attenuation constant (with time)

w = 2 Iff frequency constant

From the solution (12)

B _ éjkx —bt
Tä .. • bRg . E

2 — kx —b+; -1¤¤ - btb2Rgj . 6 :R(c:2+2j¤cw—w2) g

° · kx ·· bt6LZ2

: - K2 R 6 bc bt
Ax
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Eßy 2 - kx - bt 2 . - kx - bt

Substituting the above equations in equation (ll) and then equat—

ing; the real and imaginary parts•

pxz - pv? + jzqvvp : GK2oC - EIKZ -4- jGK2w

2 2 - 2 1px -pw ·-K(G¤c-E)
and

2 GC p :: GK2

¤C : GK2/2p Attenuation constant -·——·-----—···———--·—·—·—-——(13)

also

GZK4/4p - pw2: K2(G2K2/2p - El)

pwz = K2(G2K2/4p+ El - GZK2/2p)

w2/K2: El/p · GZKZ/4p2

C = w/K =’ wave velocity

since
w = 2 7/
0 : 277f/K
K = zrrßc

The wave-·1ength constant

pw2 = EIKZ - GZK4/4p

K4 - 4pElK2/G2 - 4p2w2/02:. 0
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K K2: wg62The

solution then becomes

y _ R £—jl¤c — bt
-jk:c ·¤¢t ·jwt

Y=R£ ·£ • 5
_ —QK2‘¤/ZR -51¤¤ -5wcY · R E ( 5 _ E )

y : R Kx - 5 $.1Il KX) (Cos wt - 5sm\

2

y; Rg XK t/ZP [Coe (Kx -wt) - 5 Sin (Kx wt)j

Considering; only the longitudinel vibrations

- Zt 2y:R£QK /p cos (Kx-wt) --———-·—-——·-———--—-----—(14)

To determine the constant A, we consider the equation (1G). The

boundary conditions are at x=L, the force (F): 0

•••
O:-Elbl -·G}2 +aBi —--—·----—---——·---·-—(15)

B X x

Then from
X

_ 2y: R g mit/ZP cos (xx -wc)
_ 2 . .— R E- QK2·¤/2p C65 Kx cos wt+RgQ'K ’°/ZP Sm KX Sm wb

y Z

-* Zt 2*62 _ R £·QK2t/ZP Cos (Kx - vrt:)+RQ.K2/2p EQK / P sin (KJ; - ws;)
bxät '

_ 2
JS-; : •R£QKt/2P.Sin (Kx—wt)
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Substituting the above equations in equation (15) and x·ea1·1·ang;-·
ing we obtain a value for R

, 2R E QK R RR _‘ G Cos (KL — wt)4-EI - GQK272p sin (KL - wt$

which is the value of the constant

R Ä -€=LK2t/2p

Substitute this value in equation (14)

y: a Bi Cos (Kx·(16)
6 cos (KL - R-b)+(E1 - GQKZ/2p sm (KL - wu)

which is the equation of motion of the rod.
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The Magnetostriction Oscillator

Theory

If an alternating current be passed through a coil of wire, it will
produce magnetizing effects at the peak of each half cycle. If a rod wdth
good magnetostrictive properties, such as nichrcme steel, be placed in he
coil, the rod will bezmagnetized each half cycle, and it will expand and con-
tract along its length each half cycle. Therefore, the rod will vibrate
longitudinally with a frequency equal to twice that of the alternating current.
If, on the other hand, the rod is at the same time subjected to a steady mag-
netizing force greater than the peaks of the alternating force, the net mag-
netization will not reverse its polarity,and the rod will rise and fall with
the alternating current wave. The rod will then vibrate with the sam fre-
quency as the alternating current. These forced vibrations are imparted to
the surrounding air and thy can be heard if the frequency is in the audible
range.

G. W. Pierce discovered, that instead of forcing the rod to vibrate
in step with an impressed frequency, that he could use the rod to control the
oscillation of a vacuum tube to a single frequency or to harmenics of the fre-
quency. The frequency with which the tube will oscillate is determined by the
natural frequency of the rod, which depends on its length and the velocity of
sound in the rod. The frequency (F) is equal to the velocity of sound in the
rod (V) divided by twice the length (L) of the rod.

V :-2 L F

For a given material, the velocity of sound (V) is a constant, and
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is dependent of the length (L) and the frequency (F).

The oscillations of the tube are controlled by using two idantical

coils. (See figure 5) One coil is placed in the plate circuit and the

other is placed in the grid circuit. A variable air condenser (C) is placed

across the plate and grid so that the total reaction of the coils may be re-

sonated to the natural frequency of the rod. The magnetostrictive rod is

placed through the centers of both of the coils and put in such a position

that it does not touch either. It is balanced or clamped at te ceter.

The direction of winding of the coils is such that the filament emission

currents flowing in the plate and grid circuits will magnetize the rod with

the same polarity. This is exactly opposite of the Hartley oscillator cir-

cuit. A is a d. c. millfgeter giving the plate current, and it serves to

indicate the resonant tuning of the circuit as the condenser C is varied.

When such a circuit is tuned by means of C, until resonance with the natural

frequency is approached, the reading of the plate current A rises sharply

to a maximum as the rod goes into vibration. After the rod goes into vibra-

tion the condenser C may be varied over a considerable range while the fre-

quency of oscillation does not change. Thus the circuit is stabilized at

the natural frequency of the rod.

The effect of the magnetostrictive rod in a circuit may be explained

as follows: we know that an iron rod will expand when.magnetized, and, also,

that there is a reverse effect cf changing the magnetization when a magne-

tized rod is stretched. In the circuit of figure 5, a magnetostrictive rod

is placed in the center of two coils (L1 and L2) which are in the place

and grid circuit respectively. Now, any small change of current in the plate

coil Ll will change the magnetization of the rod and thus the rod will be
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changed in dimensions, either expanded or contracted. It should be remembered

that the rod is defbr¤ed.al¤ng its whole length and as a result the state of

magnetization is changed and consequently an mf has been induced into the

grid coil (L2). This change in the grid causes 81 amplified change of current

in the plate circuit and in the coil (IQ. This process continues and the os-

cillating current builds up large amplitudes with a frequency determined by

the longitudinal vibration of the rod. =

Frequencies of the Magnetostriction Oscillator

By using rods of different lengths and materials, frequencies from a

few hundred cycles per second to about 300,000 cycles per second can be ob-

tained. Frequencies up to several million may be had by using the harmonics

of the above frequencies. It has been stated that the length of the rod times

the frequency is equal to twice the velocity of sound in the rod. Then by con-

trolling the length of the rod and the material of the rod, a series of vibra-

tors of different frequencies can be made. _A final adjustment may be made by

grinding away a little of the length; this increases the frequency. The fre-

quency can be lowered by grinding a little from the girth of the rod. Law

frequencies say 1,000 cycles per second, can be obtained by using a nickel

tube filled with lead, since lead has a low velocity of sound. High frequencies

may be obtained in several ways: first, by the use of very short cyclinders,

placed within the coil, with their axes parallel to the magnetic field of the

coil; second, by using rods which have been notched to about half its diameter

for the whole length of the rod, and, third, by placing flat strips or sheets

of magnetostrictive material between the plate and grid coils.
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The Stabilizing Effect

It is known that in any self-oscillating vacuum tube circuit that

accidental changes in various factors will change the frequency of the cir-

cuit. The most troublesome difficulty arises from the fact that the gen-

erated frequency depends somewhat on the internal impedance of the tube.

Changes in the internal tube impedance may arise from many sources, such as

changes in plate potential, changes in the mean grid potential, changes in

the filament potential, and changes in spacing of the tube element. In using

the magnetostrictive rod as a stabilizer, we do not have to worry with some

of the above factors. It is found that after the circuit has started to vi-

brate at the natural frequency of the rod, then the plate potential may be

varied from 150 volts to 250 volts, that the filament potential may be varied

from practically zero amission to destruction of the filament, and that the

tuning condenser may be varied over a considerable range without appreciably

changing the frequency of the circuit. A reasonable control of these variables

gives a much more precise standardization of the frequency. The set may con-

tinue oscillating fcr days without the frequency changing.

Materials Used for Magnetostriction Vibrators

G. W. Pierce has made some study of materials which may be used for

magnetostriction vibrators. He found that large magnetostrictive effects and

constancy of mechanical frequency in spite of changes of temperature and

magnetization are required for good vibrators. He discovered that pure nickel

was a good vibrator but did not have much stabilizing power, and that pure

iron or iron with carbon content, had very little magnetostrictive effect. U
A

On the other hand, alloys of the two in the correct proportion are good
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vibrators. Invar and Stoic metal of about 26% nickel and 64% iron are good

examples of the above. Also, alloys of chromium, nickel, and iron, such as

nichrome steel make good vibrators. Monel metal, which is composed of 68%

nickel, 28% copper, and small amounts of iron, silicon, manganese, and car-

bon, is a good oscillator, but usually it has to have some means of separate

polarization. Tubes of nickel make good oscillators for demonstration pur-

poses, but they are not stable. Vibrators that are practically independent

of temperature have been made by using a tube of nickel and placing in it a

core of Stoic metal, which has an opposite temperature coefficient. Pierce

has found that all of the rods are made more powerful if they are annealed.

Final Circuit of the Oscillator

In designing the magnetostriction oscillator, both triode and

pentode tubes were tried. The 101-D, 240, 651, 6K7, and 6F6 are a few of the

tubes that may be used. As the 6F6 seemed to give the best result, it was

used. The {indJ circuit of the power pack, the oscillator, and a one stage

amplifier is shown in figure 6. The rectifier tube used was a 524, which

put out a little over 300 volts. A 6F6 was used for the oscillator. The

plate coil L1, and the grid coil L2 each consisted of 1,800 turns of number

28 wire. R1 is the resistance which supplies the grid bias. R2 is the

fixed resistance of 4,000 ohms which determines the screen voltage and keeps

it constant at 135 volts. Rg is a potentiometer rheostat of 3,500 ohms and

is the means by which the plate voltage is varied. A is a 50 millimeter which

reads the plate current. C1 is a variable air condenser of 500 micro micro

farads. By means of a set of switches, a series of fixed condensers can be

plaoed in parallel with the variable condenser C1.
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The amplifier is connected to the oscillator by means of a switch

S3 so that when it is not in use its load can be taken off the transformer,
A 6F6 is used as the amplifier tube, It is coupled to the oscillator by con-

denser C2 of ,5 micro farads, The amplifier tube has its plate and screen

grid connected to the plate of the oscillator, The cathodes of both the os-

cillator and amplifier are connected together, The grid lead is a 50,000

ohm resistor, The plate circuit of the amplifier contains a speaker filter

unit which consists of a 30 henry audio choke, and the output terminals are

connected through a 2,14 micro farad condenser C5,

Switch S1 is in the primary of the transformer, and swdtch Sg is

in the output of the rectifier, When Sl is closed it heats the filaments of

all three tubes, After the tubes become hot, switch S2 can be closed which

permits the current to pass through the oscillator, The terminals V-V are

connected so that a voltmeter can be used to determine the pbte voltage of

the oscillator,

The coils L1 and L2 are wound on wooden frames, At the base each

end of the coil is connected to a banana plug, The sockets in which the coils

fit are placed on top of the set, The clamp which holds the rod is between

the two coils, as shown in the pictures, The coils are provided with banana

plugs and socket so that coils of different inductances and different size

cores may be inserted in the plate and grid circuit with ease, Different

views of the oscillator are shown on pages 33, 34, and 35,
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
'

In running test on the oscillator it was found that it took quite

a while for the set to heat up and that the plate current and plate voltage

would change in value. A series of readings were taken of the plate current

and plate voltage as the set heated up, and it was found that approximately

three hours were taken for the oscillator to reach a constant value of plate

current and plate voltage. The relation of the plate current and plate volt-

age with respect to time can be seen in figures 7 and 8. A curve was also

plotted of the plate current against the plate vcltage; this seems to be a

straight line relation. The condenser dial was set at zero and left there.

The plate voltage was set at 150 volts as quickly as possible after the set

was turned on. It was found that the plate reached a constant value of 18.9

milliamperes in three hours and that the plate voltage increased from 150 volts

to 175 volts, a change of 25 volts in three hours. The data is found in table

I.
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TABLE 1

Date for Figures 7, 8, and 9

Time Ep Ip Time Time Ep Ip Time
Volts MA Min. Volts Ma Min.

2:32 0 0 0 3:115 162 16.8 39.5

2:325 150 12.0 .5 3:225 165 17.1 50.5

2:33 150 13.1 1.0 3:29 165.5 17.2 57.0

2:335 150 13.9 1.5 3:42 166 17.5 70.0

2:34 150 14.1 2.0 3:48 167 17.8 76.0

2:345 150 14.3 2.5 3:53 168 17.9 81.0

2:35 150 14.7 3.0 3:555 169 18. 83.5

2:36 150 14.9 4.0 4:05 169.5 18. 93.0

2:37 150 15.0 5.0 4:20 170.1 18.1 108.0

2:42 153 15.3 10.0 4:25 172 18.2 113

2:435 153 15.5 11.5 4:42 174 18.7 130

2:45 154 15.5 13.0 4:53 174.5 18.8 141

2:465 155 15.8 14.5 5:00 175 18.9 148

2:50 156 15.9 18.0 5:15 175 18.9 163

2:54 157 16. 22.0 5:32 175 18.9 180

3:00 158 16.2 28.0 6:42 175 18.9 250

3:055 160 16.5 33.5
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After the oscillator had heated up for over three hours a set of

readings were taken of the condenser dial settings and the plate current with

a plate voltage at a constant value of 150 volts. The readings were taken

first on increasing the condenser dial from 0 to 100 and then decreasing it

from 100 to 0. Next similar sets of readings were taken for plate voltages

of 175, 200, 225, 250, and 275 as shown in Table Il. The curve for each

voltage is plotted of plate current against condenser dial settings in figure

10. Referring to the 150 volt curve, it is seen that th current starts at

18 ma. and follows a smooth curve until the condenser setting of 44 is reached.

The current then drops to 17.8 ma. and stays at 17.8 ma. until the condenser

setting is 50. It then jumps back to 18.15 ma. and continues to increase along

a smooh curve to 18.5 ma. at a condenser setting of 100. As the condenser

settings are decreased, the current follews the same curve that it did when

the condenser was increased. Then as the condenser setting reached 47, the

current again jumped down to 17.8 ma. and continued at 17.8 ma. to a value of

38 on the condenser dial. In each case the rod went into vibration when the

plate current decreased and continued to vibrate until the current jumped back

to its original value. The rod could be heard to vibrate by means of a sounder,

which was a piece of spring steel placed against the end of the rod. The rod

becomes magnetized and holds the spring against it. As the rod goes into

vibration, it kicks the spring, and it can be heard as it hits against the rod.

After the rod once starts to vibrate, the condenser can be moved from 38 to

51 division without affecting the frequency.

The curve for a plate veltage of 175 acts in a similar manner as

can be seen from the graph. When 200 volts is put on the plate, the current

acts entirely different. The curve increases along a smooth curve until the
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condenser setting is 43.5, then the current instead of decreasing as in the

other two curves, it increases all of a sudden from 20.1 to 20.5 ma. It

then decreases along a smooth curve te 20.1 ma. at 51.1 on the condenser dial,

where it steps vibrating. The current then increases to 20.8 ma. at 100 on

the dial. As the condenser is decreased, the current follews the same curve

until a condenser value of 46 is reached. Here the red starts te vibrate,

and the current increases from 20 to 20.3 ma. and stays at this value until

a reading of 37 en the condenser dial is reached; the red then stops vibra·

ting and the current drops to 20.1 ma. The current follows the curve back

te the starting point after the vibration in the red steps.;

The current for the other values ef plate veltage 225, 250, and 275

behavesin a similar manner ef that of 200 plate volts, only the amount ef

change in plate current increases as the plate voltage increases. In the 275

volt curve the plate current jumps from 30 to 33.5 ma., and the rod vibrates

over a range of condenser settings frem 65 te 91. The red was found te vi-

brate at approximately 6,400 cyoles per second.
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TABLE II

Date for Figure 10

Ep Ip Comdeuser Ep Ip Condenser
vous Ma Settigg V_9_1_t_§______Ma• Settig

150 18 0 I 75 19.5 100
18.15 38 19.1 45.5
18.15 39 18.8 45
18.15 40 18.8 36
18.15 42.5 19.1 36
17.80 44 _ 19.0 0
17.80 51 200 19.9 0
18.15 51 20.0 20
18.50 90 20.1 38.8
18.50 100 20.1 39.1
18.15 47 20.1 40.0
17.80 46 20.1 43.5
17.80 38 20.5 43.5

- 18.15 38 20.3 49.0
18.00 0 20.0 50.0

175 19.0 0 20.1 51.1
19.1 38.5 20.5 70.0
19.1 40.0 20.8 100.0
19.1 43.0 20.1 46
18.8 43.2 20.0 44.5
18.8 50 20.3 44.5
19.1 50 20.1 37.0
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TABLE II CON'T

Ep Ip Condenser Ep Ip Co11d-smser
V01’cs M6. SettiggVolts200

2Ü•l 57.0 250 24_0 16
L 10-0 0 24.5 60

225 2]..5 O 25.0 45
22-0 52 25.2 54
22-2 45 26.6 60
22-2 40 27.0 60
23-2 40 27.5 67.6
25-7 55 27.0 73
25-7 55 26.0 75
25-2 51 26.5 100
22-5 51 260 26.0 70
25 100 26.0 68
22-5 57 26.0 65
22-5 55 26.0 64
22.2 51.5 25•8 63
22.2 50.5 25.8 62
25.5 50.5 27•5 62
25-0 45-5 27.0 57.5
22.2 45-5 26.5 56
22.2 44.5 35,5 55

22.0 52.0 25.6 51
21-5 0 25.0 45

260 26.6 O 24.5 22
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TABLE II CON'T ·

Ep Ip Coudcnser Ep Ip Condonser
Volt Ma. Settigg Volt Ma. Settigg

250 24•G 10 276’ 30.2 65

L 28·5 0 30.0 59
275 27.0 0 gg_5

48

Z'/·5 11 29.0 34
28·<> 18 28.0 18
28·5 87 27.5 11
29 .0 34 27_Q O
29.5 48

29.9 67

29.9 74

33.2 74

33.5 76

33.2 86 — E

32.0
8931.091

30.8 93

30.8 100
{

30.8 91.5

30.5 80
u

30.8 84

30.3 77

33.5 177
33.0 70
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Next, the condenser was set at 40 and the plate Voltage was varied

from 150 to 275 Volts• Readings of the plate Voltage and plate current

were taken as the Voltage was increased from 150 to 275 Volts and back again.

This gave the smooth curve shown in figure 11. When the condenser was set

at 50, a smooth curve was not obtained (see figure l2)• As the rod went

into Vibration, the current inoreased from 2l•8 ma. at 220 volts to 23•9 ma.

at 233 Volts„ The current then dropped to 23•2 ma. at 233 Vo1ts• For de-

creasing the plate Voltage the current behaved in a smilar manner but not at

the same Values• The values that the rod Vibrated between are marked on the

graph. For condenser settings of 55 and 65 similar results were obtained,

as shown in figures 13 and l4• In all the curves the full lines are for in-

creasing values and the dotted lines are for decreasing values•
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TABLE III

Data for Figures 11, 12, 15, and 14

Condenser Ep Ip Condenser Ep Ip
Settigg Volt Ma. Sattiqg Volt Ma.

40 140 17.5 50 150 18.2

145 18.0 168 19.0

157 18.7 192 20.0

175 19.0 220 21.8

192 20.0 222 25.1

207 20.7 225 25.6

218 21.2 255 25.9

225 22.1 255 25.2

255 25.0 258 24.1

7 240 24.0 245 25.0

250 25.2 255 26.1

260 27.0 258 27.0

270 29.0 265 28.2

275 ‘ 29.9 275 50.0

254 26.0 258 27.0

220 21.6 255 25.5

210 20.8 250 25.9

192 20.0 220 25.0

156 18.5 212 22.1

148 18.0 205 21.0

195 20.1
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TABLE III CON'T

Condenser Ep Ip Condenser Ep Ip
Setting Volt ma Setting Volt Ma

55 150 18.2 65 150 18.2

162 19.0 192 20.0

206 21.0 210 21.0

223 22.0 227 23.0

234 23.5 233 23.5

232 25.0 235 24.0

240 26.0 242 25.0

247 25.5 245 25.8

251 26.0 248 26.0

256 27.0 250 28.9

269 29.0 265 29.5

275 30.04 _ 265 28.8

245 25.0 275 31.0
l

238 26.0 255 27.5

230 25.0 250 28.5

227 24.0 235 27.0

112 22.0 230 25.0

209 21.0 220 22.0

162 19.0 192 20.0

150 18.2 150 18.2

j
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The coil (11) in the plate circuit was reversed so the current in

the coil (L1) flowed in an opposite direction from the current in coil (L2).

This condition also caused the rod to vibrate but not as strong as befbre,

A similar set of readings were taken of the condenser settings and the plate

current at plate voltages of 150, 175, 200, 225, and 250 volts, The result

is shown in figures 15 and 16, For values of 150, 175, and 200 volts, the

curves were fairly smooth with the current inereasing and decreasing along

the same curve, For values of 225 and 250 volts, the plate current increased

along a smooth curve, but as the condenser dial was decreased the current

first dropped below the smooth curve, as the rod vibrated; and then suddenly,

as the rod stopped vibrating, the current jumped to a value above the smooth

curve, The current then decreased along a smooth curve higher than the curve

for increasing the condenser, as shown by the dotted lines of figures 15 and

16,

From the curves of figures 15 and 16, values of the plate current

and plate voltage were taken for condenser settings of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80,

and 100, These curves were plotted and are shown in figure 17,

_..a
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TABLE IV

Data for Figüres 15 and 16

Ep Ip Condenser Ep Ip Condenser
Volt Ma. Setting Volt Ma. Setting

150 1'7•5 0 /75 19.9 80
17.5 10 19.9 81

18.0 42 20.0 100

18.1 71 19.9 74.5

18.1 72 19.9 72

18.2 75.5 19.8 67.5

18.2 79 19.8 66.5

18.2 81 19.5 55

18.2 100 19.0 12

18.2 79 18.9 0

18.2 77
200 19.9 0

18.2 71.5
20.0 15

18.0 50
20.5 55

17.5 10
21.1 61

17.5 0
21.1 65

175 18.9 0
21.1 69

19.0 12
21.1 74

19.5 55
21.1 75

19.8 66.5
21.2 77.5

19.8 69
21.2 82.5

19.8 71
21.2 84

19.8 75

4
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TABLE IV CON'T

Ep Ip Condenser EP IP 8¤¤d6¤S@Y
Volt MA. Setting Volt Mh. Settigg

zoo 21.6 100 22 s 24.0 92

21.2 82 23.1 84

21.2 75.2 23.8 63

21.2 68 23.5 57

21.1 67.5 23.0 40

21.1 66 22.5 30

20.5
.30

22.0 20

20.0 10 21.5 12

19.9 0 21.0 0

225 21.0 O 250 22.0 0

21.5 16 22.5 8

22.0 24 23.0 13

22.5 34 23.5 17

23.0 44 24.0 22 E

23.5 63 24.5 31

23.8 72 25.0 40

23.9 75 25.5 52

23.9 76 26.0 65

24.0 88 26.3 82

24.0 89 26.5 85

24.0 95 26.5 90

24.1 100 26.8 93
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TABLE IV CON'T

Ep Ip Coudauser
Volt Ma. Sattigg

250 26.9 100

26.8 93

26.5 85

26.2 80

26.0 76

25.4 70

26.3 70

26.0 60

25.5 45

25.0 36

24.5 28

24.0 20

23.5 15

· 23.0 ll ·

22.5 7

22.0 0
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‘
Another interesting fact is that the oscillator can be tuned by

means of a horseshoe magnet. That is, as a horseshoe magnet is moved to-

ward the rod, the rod will start to vibrate when a certain position is

reached. Then as the rod is moved in farther, a point is reached where the

rod will stop vibrating• Also, when the horseshoe magnet is moved away from

the rod, the rod will again start to vibrate but not at the same point, and

as the magnet is moved farther away the rod stops vibrating• There seems to

be a band encircling the rod, A piece of cardboard was placed under one

half of the rod, and radial lines were drawn from the center of the rod 30

degrees apart. Next, a horseshoe magnet, whose upper leg was in a plane

parallel to the rod, was moved along these lines. The points at which the

rod started to vibrate and stopped vibrating were recorded both when the magnet

was moved toward and away from the rod, These results are shown in figure 18,

where the full line is the starting of the vibrations and the dashed line is

the stopping of the vibraticn as the magnet is moved toward the rod; and the

dashed - dotted line indicates the starting and the small dotted line indicates

the stopping of the vibrations as the magnet is moved away from the rod. This

gives a band in which the rod will vibrate if the horseshoe magnet is held in

it• Readings in this experiment were taken only for a quarter of the horizonal

plane, but it is expected by the author that the same effect occurs on the oüier

side of the rod. Also, the author thinks that if the poles of the horseshoe

magnet are reversed and observations are made of the other end of the rod, a

similar band will be obtained in which the rod will vibrate when the magnet is

moved across it.
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The author fond that by placing the magnetostrictive rod in a

vertical position and balancing a metal plate on the rod that the rod would

cause the plate to vibrate. The plate, of course, vibrates in sections, and

the nodal lines were found by sprinkling a fine sand, 100 mesh, over the

plate. The nodal lines dc not vibrate but remain stationary, and thus the

sand runs to these lines. The frequency of the rod and the size and shape

of the plates determine the patterns of the nodal lines. Stove iron was

used mostly in obtaining the vibrations patterns. The frequency of the

magnetostrictive rod was about 6,400 qycles per second. Many different

sizes and kinds of plates were tried. The effect on the nodal lines was ob-

served when holes were bored and slots and pieces were cut from the plates.

Plates of copper, brass, and aluminium also gave fairly good patterns. Some

of the plates used were warped and had stresses set up in them, so the nodal

lines were not quite symmetrical in shape in all cases.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

From the curves of figure 10, it can be seen that the magneto-

strictive red causes the frequency ef the oscillator to remain constant

over a censiderable range ef condenser dial settings. The magnetostrictive

red, of course, vibrates over different ranges for different values ef

plate voltage. Also, from figures ll, 12, 15, and 14, it can be seen that

the set will remain constant, and the red will vibrate over a large change

in veltage.
1

One disadvantage is that the magnetestrictien oscillator requires

at least three hours fer it to heat up and to reach a constant value ef plate

current and plate veltage. The changes of plate current and plate voltage

with the time it takes the set to heat up are shown in figures 7, 8, and 9.

It was found that for best results ef the oscillator that the two

coils (L1) and (L2) should be so weund and oriented in such a manner that

a steady current flewing from the filament te the plate and a steady current,

if there were one, flewing from the filament to the grid preduces a magnetic

field in the same direction along the axis ef the coils. This was the case

in the first experiment. When the plate coil (L1) is reversed, the currents

flow in a direction as te set up oppesing magnetic fields. The red vibrated

but not as streng as before the coil was reversed. The curves of the plate

current against dial settings of’the cendenser are shown in figures 15 and

16, for different values of plate voltage and showing the bands of vibra·

tions. In most cases he red would vibrate fer three different settings on

the cendenser dial.

It was found that the oscillator could be tuned by changing the

number of magnetic linasthrough the coils. This could be dene by means of
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a horseshoe magnet. Then the condenser dial was set near the vibrating

value of the rod and a horseshoe magnet brought near the rod, the rod

would start vibrating. There was a band around the rod, which, when the

horseshoe magnet was placed in it, would cause the rod to vibrate. A

characteristic band around the rod is shown in figure 18.

Nodal lines in a vibrating plate can be studied by using the

magnetostrictive rod as a means of setting the plate in vibration. The

plate can be kept at a constant frequency depending on the length of the

rod. Fairly large plates can be made to vibrate when a nichrome steel rod,

which has strong magnetostrictive properties, is used as the vibrator.

Much work could be done in studying the vibrations of plates and flat bodies

by this means. Nodal lines for all shapes and sizes of different materials

can be obtained in this way. Initial stresses in the plates may have some

effect on the nodal lines, but this is not known to be a fact. First a

picture could be taken of the plate with the stresses in it and then compare

it with a second picture taken after the plate had been annealed. In one 12

by 12 copper plate there was a peculiar group of very fine lines of sand

running across the plate. They didn't seem to have any relation to the nodal

lines as they ran right through them.without diverting in any way. These

small lines didn't follow any scratches on üie plate that could be seen.

What caused these fine lines is not known. A study could be made on this

copper plate to determine the cause of these fine lines. It may be that they

were caused by the arrangement of the molecules in the metal.

The magnetostrictive oscillator can be used in various ways such as

a frequency standard, provided the temperature coefficient of the magneto·

strictive rod is taken into account. The magnetostriction oscillator can be
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used to calibrate a wavemeter, if a series of beat notes having definite

harmonic relationships to the fixed fundamental frequency of the rod is

made available. Audio frequency meters can also be calibrated by means

of the magnetostrictive oscillator. The sound velocity and the elastic

properties of solid non-magnetic and non—magnetostrictive materials can

be determined by placing the end of the magnetostrictive driving rod

against them and measuring the frequency. A method of measuring the depth

of the seabed has been devised by producing and receiving echoes by means

of a high frequency magnetostriction oscillator.

These are just a few of the uses that can be made of the magneto-

striction oscillator. Not much work has been done with these oscillators

since they were used to stabilize low frequencies.
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